ABSTRACT The text presented in videos contains important information for content analysis, indexing, and retrieval of videos. The key technique for extracting this information is to find, verify, and recognize video text in various languages and fonts against complex backgrounds. In this paper, we propose a novel method that combines a corner response feature map and transferred deep convolutional neural networks for detecting and recognizing video text. First, we use a corner response feature map to detect candidate text regions with a high recall. Next, we partition the candidate text regions into candidate text lines by projection analysis using two alternative methods. We then construct classification networks transferred from VGG16, ResNet50, and InceptionV3 to eliminate false positives. Finally, we develop a novel fuzzy c-means clustering-based separation algorithm to obtain a clean text layer from complex backgrounds so that the text is correctly recognized by commercial optical character recognition software. The proposed method is robust and has good performance on video text detection and recognition, which was evaluated on three publicly available test data sets and on the high-resolution test data set we constructed.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the rapid development of the internet, communication technology, and smart phones, video has become the most popular medium. The number of online videos has increased dramatically because of the convenience of uploading and downloading videos. Accordingly, there is a high demand for efficient indexing, retrieval, and localization of desired content from massive videos. A lot of algorithms have been developed for this purpose [1] - [3] . For video indexing and retrieval, the video text can depict the video more directly and accurately compared with low-level perceptual content (such as edge, shape, and texture) and other semantic content (such as face, vehicle, and human action) [4] . Furthermore, the content analysis of video text can be used to monitor illegal videos. On the other hand, after text areas are localized, neighbor-pixel interpolation algorithms can be used to restore images that are blocked by text [5] , [6] . Thus, video text detection and recognition are significant and challenging tasks because of variations in languages, fonts, and complex backgrounds [7] .
Generally speaking, video text can be classified into scene text and artificial text [4] . Of these, the latter usually concisely depicts important video content. For instance, captions in news videos usually describe event information, and subtitles in speech videos usually provide core ideas. Thus, in this paper, we focus on the detection and recognition of artificial text in video frames. Video OCR technology [8] generally has similar processing steps, including text detection, localization, extraction, and recognition. The detection step aims to find text regions, the localization step concentrates on the accurate position of text lines. The extraction step focuses on separating clean text from the complex background.
Text recognition generally can be performed successfully with commercial OCR software, and, therefore, it is beyond the scope of this article.
Traditional methods proposed for the first three steps can roughly be classified into two categories. The first category utilizes inter-frame information to detect video text. For example, Yusufu et al. [9] proposed using the variation in the number of SURF feature points in the horizontal and vertical directions between the adjacent frames to track video text. Huang [10] proposed a text extraction method based on a Log-Gabor filter, which selects the 1st, 10th, 20th, and 30th frames from 30 consecutive video frames containing the same text characters for filtering, clustering, and synthesizing in order to obtain video text. The second category is based on the connectivity of text, edge, and texture features. Shivakumara et al. [11] used a designed edge feature detector to accurately identify the boundary of text lines. Zhao et al. [12] detected video text using the Harris corner points under some heuristic rules. Recently, neural networks have been widely used in uncertain continuous function approximation and discriminative features learning. For example, Niu et al. [13] approximated the desired virtual stabilizing functions and desired actual control input by applying radial basis function (RBF) neural networks in the controller design procedure. Wang et al. [14] - [16] proposed corresponding adaptive neural control approaches for different systems based on the universal approximation property of the RBF neural networks. Wang et al. [17] combined a convolutional neural network (CNN) with unsupervised feature learning to detect and recognize video text. Based on a specific CNN, Saidane and Garcia [18] proposed an automatic binarization method for color text regions in videos.
Previous methods have achieved promising performance, but there are still two inevitable problems. First, it is difficult to identify text regions accurately and completely because of various languages, fonts, resolutions, and particularly complex backgrounds. For example, edge-based approaches may produce many false positives when the complex background also has a high density of edges. Second, the heuristic constraints and machine learning methods proposed to eliminate false positives for video text are always optimized for specific situations, which reduces the generalizability of these methods.
In fact, no matter what the language and font the text has, the component characters are always formed by crosses of strokes in limited space. Therefore, many corners exist [12] . CNNs can learn discriminative features for precise classifications directly from a large amount of diverse raw data. Transfer learning can transfer the knowledge from one specific task to relevant tasks with good performance. For example, in the task of predicting image memorability, Jing et al. [19] constructed connections between visual feature sets and higher level image attributes by transferring attribute knowledge from external sources to enhance representation ability of visual features. Fuzzy models are usually used for controlling nonlinear systems and clustering. For example, Zhao et al. [20] designed a set of adaptive fuzzy hierarchical sliding-mode controllers for a class of MIMO nonlinear time-delay systems by using fuzzy systems to approximate uncertain functions. Feng and Zheng [21] proposed an improved stability criterion of continuous Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy systems with time-varying delay which provide a powerful control methodology for nonlinear systems. The fuzzy c-means clustering algorithm (FCM) [22] displays good performance with regard to extracting text layer from images. Inspired by these observations and previous studies, we propose a novel approach for video text detection and recognition that detects text regions with a corner response feature map, verifies text regions with transferred deep CNN classifiers, and separates clean text layer from the background with a novel separation method based on FCM clustering.
The major contributions of our research can be summarized as follows:
• For text detection, we propose using the corner response feature map, which reflects the areas where text is present. Accurate and complete text regions can then be obtained after gray-scale morphological processing and adaptive threshold binarization. The proposed method is capable of detecting text in various languages and fonts against complex backgrounds.
• For text verification, we construct transferred deep CNN classifiers from VGG16 [23] , ResNet50 [24] , and InceptionV3 [25] with a series of strategies, such as layer concatenation and fine-tuning. This has achieved remarkable performance.
• For text extraction, we propose a novel FCM-based separation method to extract a text layer from a complex background. We use a five-dimensional feature vector that includes position and color information to depict each pixel for clustering. Compared with existing methods (such as Otsu [26] and K-means [27] ), the text extracted using the proposed method is cleaner and more complete.
• We have built a test dataset containing 2,000 typical high-resolution video frames collected from various sources, including movies, cartoons, and TV shows. Among the available test datasets, the Microsoft common test set [28] is obsolete, and the TV news and YouTube test sets [29] have only a small amount of high-resolution video frames. The effectiveness of our approach was validated using the three public test datasets as well as our own test dataset. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews related work. Section III presents the detection algorithm based on a corner response feature map, FCM-based separation algorithm, and the construction of transferred deep CNN classifiers. In section IV, we present the experimental results and a discussion. Finally, we draw conclusions in section V. VOLUME 6, 2018 
II. RELATED WORK
Traditional approaches for video text detection and recognition can be divided into two general categories. The first category utilizes inter-frame information. For example, Shi et al. [30] combined discrete cosine transformation (DCT) and block matching methods between adjacent frames to extract text from videos. Multi-frame synthesis methods are based on the fact that video text can remain relatively invariant in contrast with the background in a given period. De Jesus et al. [31] identified embedded text in videos based on image regularization and video text persistence. Wang et al. [32] applied a multiple frame integration (MFI) method to minimize the variation of the background, and a time-based maximum (or minimum) pixel value search and sobel edge map are combined to detect video text. The key for multi-frame synthesis is the choice of frame number. If there are not enough frames for synthesis, the enhanced effect of the text will not be obvious. However, using too many frames will cause different texts to become mixed [33] .
The second category is based on the connectivity of text, edge, and texture features. Yan and Gao [34] applied color clustering to the image, which allows the candidate text regions to be obtained from each color layer by connected component analysis. The texts are distinguished by a cascade Adaboost classifier and recognized by an OCR package in each color layer. The final recognition results are verified by the relationships among different layers. The contrast between the characters and the background is always high, which causes rich edges. Based on the characteristics, a lot of edge-based approaches have been proposed. For example, Zhao et al. [35] utilized edge information and sparse representation to localize video text. Although this kind of method is simple and feasible, the performance is not ideal when the background contains a large amount of edge information [36] . Meanwhile, many methods use various filters to extract texture features. Li et al. [37] proposed using Key Text Points (KTPs) for video text extraction, which are acquired using the three high-frequency sub-bands obtained from the wavelet transformation. KTPs simultaneously have strong textual structures in multiple directions. Shivakumara et al. [38] presented a method composed of wavelet decomposition and color features. The wavelet decomposition is applied on three RGB channels separately to obtain three high-frequency sub-bands for each channel. The average of the nine sub-bands is calculated to increase the gap between text and non-text, on which the Laplacian method is employed for text detection. Epshtein et al. [39] proposed a stroke width transform (SWT) operator for video text detection. For each pixel, the operator computes the width of the most likely stroke containing the pixel. In [12] , Zhao et al. utilized corner points for video text detection. This method is robust for multiple languages and fonts. However, there exists a deficiency resulting from the parameter sensitivity and discreteness of corner points.
Traditionally, hand-designed features and corresponding algorithms have been designed for specific classification and regression tasks. For example, Wang et al. [40] extracted and compared shape features from the neutral files to compute 3D model similarity based on surface bipartite graph matching. Wang et al. [41] proposed a weighted sparse neighborhoodpreserving projections approach to reduce dimensionality for face recognition. This not only incorporates more local discriminant information, but also puts a constraint on the number of non-zero reconstruction coefficients. Ren et al. [42] combined a generalized low-rank approximation of matrices with supervised manifold regularization to learn new features for drusen segmentation from retinal images. Jing et al. [43] integrated low-rank multi-view embedding and regression analysis into a unified framework for micro-video popularity prediction. Owing to the promising performance of the neural network for solving time-series analysis and classification tasks, some approaches have been proposed in recent years to employ neural networks to learn the representative features from the original data. For example, Jia et al. [44] introduced a genetic algorithm into the Elman neural network to improve the recognition precision and operation efficiency on nonlinear, dynamic, complex data. Zhu et al. [45] recognized characters by jointly exploiting CNN and bimodal image enhancement techniques. Delakis and Garcia [46] proposed an approach to detect and localize horizontal text lines from raw color pixels based on CNNs. Hu et al. [47] utilized the CNN classifier for text line verification and localization.
In this paper, we propose the corner response feature map as an improvement upon discrete corner points for video text detection. We construct transferred CNN classifiers with a series of strategies for text verification against various backgrounds, such as layer concatenation and fine-tuning. We also apply a novel FCM-based separation algorithm for text layer extraction from complex backgrounds. The experimental results demonstrate that the proposed method achieves remarkable performance compared with other state-of-the-art approaches.
III. PROPOSED APPROACH
The proposed approach is composed of four steps: video decoding, text detection, candidate text line localization, and false text line elimination using a deep learning method. First, we utilize the OpenCV library to decode video into frames. Next, we use a corner response feature map detector to obtain candidate text regions. Because there may be multiple text lines in the candidate text region, we then further partition the candidate text lines using two alternative methods. For the first method, candidate text lines are partitioned through projection analysis onto the contours of candidate text regions. If the first method fails, we use a more complicated method, which employs an FCM-based separation method to extract the candidate text layer, converts it to the gray-scale image, and conducts the projection analysis to partition the candidate text lines. In the last step, false text lines are removed by our constructed transferred deep CNN classifiers. The true text lines then undergo FCM-based separation, Otsu binarization, and morphological restoration to obtain OCR-ready binary text. FIGURE 1 shows the flowchart for the proposed method.
A. CORNER RESPONSE FEATURE MAP
Text in videos always provides supplemental information with good readability (especially the captions). The crosses of strokes in characters cause the generation of many corners. Video text always has a regular distribution of corner points, which the background generally does not have. Compared with other features, such as edge feature, corners are more stable and robust. The detailed mathematical derivation about corners was presented in [12] . Given a gray-scale image I , we take an image patch over the window W (x, y), shift it by (u,v), and calculate the change produced by the shift as follows:
The first-order Taylor expansion after omitting the Peano remainder term is used to approximate the shifted image as follows:
where I x and I y denote first-order partial derivatives in x and y directions, respectively. Substituting approximation (2) into (1) yields:
where M is the following Hessian matrix:
If the two eigenvalues of M are large and distinct positive values, a shift in any direction will cause a significant increase, and a corner can be determined. Instead of eigenvalues decomposition, Harris and Stephens [48] proposed the response function as follows:
where k is a tunable parameter. When f is greater than the predefined threshold R, the corner is determined. As the most popular interest point detector, the Harris detector has many advantages, such as stability, reliability, and a simple calculation method.
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Compared to non-text areas, there are denser corner points in text regions as shown in FIGURE 2(b). Based on these characteristics, many methods have been proposed for video text detection. In [12] , the Harris corner detector [48] is used to extract corner points, and candidate text regions are formed by morphological dilation on the binary corner point image. The extracted corner points are discrete. To generate an appropriate candidate area, the choice of kernel and number of dilation are essential. If the dilation is not sufficient, the corner points cannot be connected to form a reasonable candidate text region as shown in FIGURE 2(c). If the dilation is excessive, it may cause misconnections between the text region and background as shown in FIGURE 2(d). In [49] , the number of corner points plays a critical role in determining candidate text regions. However, the disadvantage of this kind of method is that the number of corner points is strongly influenced by parameter k in (5), which is shown in FIGURE 2(e)(f). Although the advantages of the corner point include a simple calculation and regular distribution, the performance is limited by its discreteness and parameter sensitivity.
Inspired by [50] , we adopt the continuous corner response feature map (CRM) for corner detection, which calculates the spatial derivative-based function of the source image as follows:
where D x and D y are the first-order derivatives of the source image I in the x and y directions respectively, D xx and D yy are the second-order derivatives, and D xy is the mixed derivative. The corners exist in the local maximum area of CRM. As such, it is not necessary to determine the window and sensitive parameter k in [48] . We use CRM to depict corners, and then utilize gray-scale morphological processing and an adaptive threshold to obtain corresponding areas (i.e., candidate text regions). The continuous CRM effectively overcomes the shortcomings of the discreteness and parameter sensitivity of corner points. Using this approach, we can obtain candidate text regions more completely and accurately.
B. TEXT DETECTION
OpenCV is an open-source computer vision library that can be used to process videos and images. First, we use it to decode the video into frames through the cvQueryFrame function. Considering human visual characteristics, the video texts always last at least 2 seconds. Therefore, we grab one frame per second for video text detection so that no video text is missed. We obtain the CRM of original frame according to (6) . Regions of higher brightness always correspond to video texts. We then apply a series of gray-scale morphological operations to enhance the text regions and suppress the nontext regions. In the gray-scale morphological operation, erosion and dilation are defined as follows: 
where f (x, y) denotes the original gray-scale image, B is the structuring element and D B is the region in which B lies. The close operation and tophat operation can be derived from erosion and dilation as follows:
A close operation is utilized to remove the dark points that belong to the background in CRM, and then the tophat operation is used to enhance the bright text areas. The combination of the two operations makes the text regions more distinct and complete. The CRMs after gray-scale morphological processing are presented in FIGURE 3.
After the gray-scale morphological processing, Gaussian filtering is used to smooth the CRM, which contributes to the completeness of text regions to be detected. In order to form reasonable candidate text regions, we propose a binarization method with an adaptive threshold. At the left side of the normalized brightness histogram of the preprocessed CRM, there are always two local maxima. The second local maximum is far smaller than the first one, and the brightness in the neighborhood of the second local maximum varies more slowly as shown in FIGURE 4(e). The reason for this is that, generally speaking, a large number of pixels in non-text regions have lower brightness, and they form the first higher peak. A small number of pixels in text regions always have higher brightness, which form the second lower peak. Thus, there is a valley between the two peaks, which can be used to discriminate text regions from non-text regions. Based on our analysis and experiments, we propose the following heuristic adaptive threshold:
where Th is the adaptive threshold, k is a positive parameter for adjustment, and h[i] denotes the normalized number of pixels of the gray-scale value i, and T w is the presupposed variation threshold. k and T w are selected via a coarse-to-fine grid search method. We performed a coarse grid search first. Once we identified an ideal region, a refined grid search was applied. Finally, we set k to 0.7 and T w to 0.001. As shown in FIGURE 4, compared with the Otsu and an iterative threshold algorithm by Perez and Gonzalez [51] (FIGURE 4(c)(d)), the candidate text regions are more accurate and complete with our proposed adaptive threshold (FIGURE 4(f) ). In order to obtain a candidate text region with a more regular shape, we adopt a sliding window method. A N × N window is used to slide the binary image with an offset δ in the horizontal and vertical directions. In each window W , we calculate the number of non-zero pixels and conduct the following processing:
where W (i, j) is the gray-scale value of pixel in the (i, j) position of W , Weight (W ) denotes the number of non-zero pixels in the window, and T n is the threshold (which is proportional to the size of the window). The parameters N , δ and T n are determined via a grid search in a heuristic manner, ranging from 3 to 9 with an interval of 2, ranging from 1 to 5 with an interval of 1, ranging from 0.7N 2 to 0.9N 2 with an interval of 0.05N 2 separately. Finally, we set N to 5, δ to 2, and T n to 20. Using this approach, candidate text regions are more regular as shown in FIGURE 5(e). We define the area of each candidate text region as the number of non-zero pixels in the region. Considering the size of the character that is readable for humans in different video formats, we set the threshold to 225 for SDTV (Standard Definition Television) and 625 for HDTV (High Definition Television). When the area is less than the threshold, the candidate text region is removed. After this simple screening, we obtain preferable candidate text regions as shown in FIGURE 5(e). A sample of the whole procedure for video text detection is shown in FIGURE 5.
C. CANDIDATE TEXT LINE LOCALIZATION
In video text detection, adjacent text lines may adhere to each other due to preprocessing. The artificial texts (especially captions) in videos always have a horizontal orientation for readability. Based on this observation, we propose two alternative methods for accurately localizing the candidate text lines. Changes in the candidate text region contour acquired from the video text detection depict positional information for candidate text lines. For the first method, we use horizontal projection analysis on the contour as shown in FIGURE 6(e). The boundary always exists in the place where dramatic change occurs. Based on the sharp change of the horizontal projection, we can partition the candidate text region into candidate text lines horizontally. For each partitioned part, we use a vertical projection to relocate the vertical boundary as shown in FIGURE 6(f)(g). In this way, we accurately and efficiently localize the candidate text lines in markedly different lengths.
However, this approach does not perform satisfactorily when the candidate text lines have a similar length. To address this situation, we propose a novel FCM-based separation algorithm to extract the candidate text layer for projection analysis in order to partition the candidate text lines in the second method. FCM clustering is an improvement upon the hard c-means (HCM) clustering algorithm [27] . As described in [22] , FCM determines s fuzzy groups for n data vectors and uses u ij , the membership in [0, 1], to describe the extent to which the j th data vector belongs to the i th fuzzy group. The sum of u ij satisfies the following formula:
The objective function is as follows:
where U is the set of u ij , c i is the clustering center of the i th fuzzy group, m is a weight exponent, and d ij = c i − x j 2 is the Euclidean distance between c i and x j (the j th data vector). The necessary conditions for minimizing (14) are obtained using Lagrange multiplier method as follows: 
The FCM clustering procedure is designed as follows. First, we initialize the clustering centers. We then determine memberships according to (16) . Next, we calculate the relevant termination conditions to determine whether the iterations are done. If they are not, the clustering centers are updated according to (15) , and a new round of iterations is performed. We cluster the data vectors according to the final memberships. For FCM clustering, the number of clustering centers (s), the setting of the initial clustering centers, and the weight exponent m are very important [52] . We use the position and color information of pixels to perform FCM clustering to extract the candidate text layer. First, we denote the candidate text area with X = [w * X p , X c ], which includes position information X p , color information X c and a weight w. For each pixel, we typically use the horizontal coordinate x and vertical coordinate y to denote the position information, and we use RGB values to denote color information. Thus, we obtain
The pixels that make up the text, border, and background always have high, middle, and low brightness, respectively. Based on the observation and a large amount of experiments with a grid search, we found that the clustering achieved good performance when we adopted the following settings: clustering number of 3; initial centers at {0, 0, 50, 50, 50}, (14)); and the FCM clustering iteration terminates when the total Euclidean distance between adjacent-iterative clustering centers is less than 0.02, or the number of iterations is more than 5,000. We call the three separated layers background layer, border layer, and candidate text layer, respectively, as shown in FIGURE 7(b)(c)(d).
For the candidate text area where the difference between the background and text is not sufficiently large, a one-off clustering is not enough. Characters in the same text region always have similar brightness. Based on the observation, we convert the candidate text layer into a gray-scale image denoted as I , where I k denotes gray-scale value of the k th pixel, n denotes the number of pixels, the calculated mean is I ave = ( 
2 ]/n. When the variance is less than 200 or the change in the variance is less than 100, the separation is terminated. The two thresholds are set via a grid search in a heuristic manner, ranging from 100 to 1000 with an interval of 100, ranging from 50 to 150 with an interval of 10 separately. The pseudocode for the proposed FCM-based separation algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 1.
In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed FCM-based separation algorithm, we use several common text layer separation methods for comparison. The comparison algorithms include threshold methods, such as Otsu, and clustering methods, such as K-means clustering. The experimental results are shown in FIGURE 8. The proposed method achieves optimal performance. After the first FCM clustering, the variance requirement is not achieved, and the separation effect is poor. The second FCM clustering satisfies the variance conditions, and the text layer is well-separated.
After the FCM-based separation on the candidate text region (FIGURE 6(h)), we convert the candidate text layer image into a gray-scale image (FIGURE 6(i)) and perform a horizontal projection analysis as shown in FIGURE 6(j). while not clustering termination do 6: Update u p ij according to (16); 7: Update c p+1 i according to (15) ; 8: Check clustering termination conditions: Separate the pixels that belong to the third group to form I q+1 according to u p ij ; 14: Convert I q+1 into gray-scale image; 15: Calculate var q+1 ; 16: Check the separation termination conditions: 17: var q+1 < 200 or abs(var q+1 −var q ) < 100; 18: q = q + 1; 19: while not separation termination
We partition the candidate text lines in a horizontal orientation according to the sharp change of the projection. For each partitioned part, we apply a vertical projection to obtain the vertical boundary as shown in FIGURE 6(k)(l). The result of localization is shown in FIGURE 6(b) , in which the candidate text lines partitioned by the first method are bounded by red boxes, and those partitioned by the second method are bounded by white boxes. The two alternative methods localize the candidate text lines accurately.
D. FALSE TEXT LINE ELIMINATION BY A DEEP LEARNING METHOD
Due to the complex background, the candidate text lines detected by previous procedures may still contain a lot of false positives. Therefore, we construct transferred CNN classifiers to eliminate false text lines. In current computer vision and image classification tasks, convolutional neural networks are taking on a more and more important role. The layer structure can provide scaling, tilting, and other forms of deformation invariance. This is because various convolutional kernels in layer extract different features, and the features are deepened gradually by the stacked layers until finally combined to form the discriminative feature. Low layers extract low-level features (such as edge feature), middle layers extract more complex features (such as texture features) and high layers extract the overall and discriminative feature for the final classification. The local receptive area and weight-sharing mechanism make the convolutional neural network similar to a biological neural network, which also reduces the number of weights and avoids the complexity of data computation.
In the ImageNet large-scale visual recognition competitions in recent years [54] , several typical CNN models achieved excellent performance, including VGG16, ResNet50, and InceptionV3. The VGG16 model structure is simple and effective, and it only uses a 3 × 3 convolution core to increase network depth. Unlike traditional sequential network architectures, such as AlexNet [55] and OverFeat [56] , ResNet50 introduces identity mappings, which prevent the network from degrading with increasing depth. The InceptionV3 module acts as a ''multiple-level feature extractor'' with various convolution cores, and the outputs of different convolution cores are concatenated as input for the next layer. These models are highly generalizable for datasets other than ImageNet by means of transfer learning techniques and finetuning.
In this paper, we construct three CNN models transferred from VGG16, Resnet50, InceptionV3, and denote them TVGG, TRESNET, and TINCEPTION, respectively. The procedure for transfer learning of the three models is similar, and, therefore, we only explain in detail how to build and train the TVGG model. We remove the top three layers of VGG16 and use the rest as a deep feature extractor. Inspired by [57] , the shallow layers capture local features, and the deep layer capture global features. In video text verification, some local features, such as edge feature, are also important. We extract and reshape the local features (FIGURE 9) from the Block2_conv1 layer as secondary features. We then add the global average pooling layer to pool both the shallow features and deep features, and we utilize the concatenation layer to concatenate them to form the discriminative feature. Next, two 4,096-dimensional dense layers with ReLU activation function and the final binary-class dense layer with softmax activation function are connected as the classifier. In this way, we build our classification model structure as shown in FIGURE 10. In Section IV, the experimental results show that the layer concatenation strategy enhances text verification ability for low-resolution video frames. We transferred the weights of the same layers from VGG16 to TVGG. The training is carried out by optimizing the categorical crossentropy objective function with the Nadam optimizer [58] based on back propagation. The batch size is set to 64, and the initial learning rate is set to 10 −5 via a coarse-to-fine grid search. To avoid overfitting, we use the dropout technique from [59] between the two new 4,096-dimensional denselyconnected layers with an empirical dropout ratio of 0.5. The weights of the three new dense layers are initialized with the random initialization procedure proposed by Glorot and Bengio [60] . During fine-tuning, we first train the top three layers with a training set from our own dataset. After the classification accuracy in the validation set stop increasing, we train the whole network until convergence. The layer concatenation and fine-tuning allow the transferred CNNs to achieve superior performance, which has been proven by experiments on various test datasets.
Finally, we improve the quality of the verified text lines through several processing steps to make them more recognizable to OCR software. We use the proposed FCMbased separation method to extract the text layer and enhance the brightness contrast between text and background. Next, we use the Otsu method to binarize the text line, which achieves good performance as shown in FIGURE 11(a)(c).
Because the text line may lose some edge pixels due to clustering, we utilize the binary morphological dilation to effectively bridge the gaps and remove burrs as shown in FIGURE 11(b)(d).
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The performance of the proposed method is evaluated using three publicly available test datasets and our proposed test dataset. The three public datasets are the Microsoft common test set [28] , TV news test set [29] , and YouTube test set [29] . The first dataset contains 45 pictures of low resolution and poor quality, which is not up-to-date. The other two datasets contain high-resolution pictures. However, the size of the two datasets is too small to support further research. Our constructed dataset consists of more than 6,000 typical video frames of high resolution and high quality, about 25,000 text lines, and 42,000 negative samples. These frames are collected from various sources, including movies, cartoons, and TV shows. We sampled 2,000 video frames randomly and used them as the proposed test dataset. Some training positive samples are shown in FIGURE 12. VOLUME 6, 2018 We performed our experiments using Python with the Theano backend [61] and C++ with the OpenCV library. The hardware configuration includes an NVIDIA Geforce GTX 1080Ti with 11-GB GPU memory, an AMD Ryzen5 1400@3.20GHz×4 processor with 64-GB RAM. We resized the candidate text line images into the following input sizes: 224 × 224 for TVGG and TRESNET, 299 × 299 for TINCEPTION. In our constructed dataset, 2,000 images are randomly chosen as the test data. For the rest of the images, 80% are randomly selected for training, and the remaining 20% are selected for validation. We adopted the pixel-based evaluation method in [29] , and the experimental results are shown in Table 1 . The results show that our methods achieve good performance on a wide range of videos, and our TVGG based method performs best. Therefore, we chose the TVGG based method to compare with several state-of-the-art methods on three public test sets. For the three public test sets, we randomly assigned 80% of our constructed dataset to the training set and 20% to the validation set to train the TVGG model. We adopted the criteria described in [35] for comparison with other methods on the Microsoft common test set. The results are shown in Table 2 . TVGG-denotes TVGG without the layer concatenation strategy. Our method achieves the second-highest precision and F1-measure score on the Microsoft common test set. The main reason for this is that the training set of our constructed CNN is made up of high-resolution and high-quality images, which reduces the classification performance on the low-resolution dataset. Furthermore, the layer concatenation strategy is observed to enhance detection and recognition ability with an increase of 1% for recall and 3% for precision.
The pixel-based evaluation method in [29] is adopted for use on the TV news test set and YouTube test set. As shown in Table 3 and Table 4 , we achieved the highest precision and F1-measure score on the TV news test set and the highest recall, precision, and F1-measure score on the YouTube test set. Compared with hand-designed features in [29] , our constructed CNN can learn more discriminative features. The simple CNN proposed in [47] discriminated characters and determined the text line, whereas we verified the text line directly with the transferred deep CNN. By using the layer concatenation strategy and fine-tuning, our proposed transferred CNNs have stronger capabilities for feature representation and classification. FIGURE 13 shows some detection results for our method on the four test sets.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a novel approach based on a corner response feature map and a transferred deep convolutional neural network for video text detection and recognition. The corner response feature map is used to detect candidate video text regions with a high recall. If the candidate text lines within the region have a distinct length, a projection analysis on the contour of the region is conducted to localize candidate text lines. Otherwise, an FCM-based separation algorithm is utilized to extract the candidate text layer, and then a projection analysis on the candidate text layer is conducted to localize candidate text lines. The constructed, transferred CNN model identifies video text lines accurately using the layer concatenation strategy and fine-tuning. The validated text lines undergo FCM-based separation, Otsu binarization, and morphological restoration to remove the background, and the final output is OCR-ready binary text. The experimental results show that our method performs well on recently produced videos containing various languages and fonts. In the future, we will improve the transferred CNN model to support more visual effects on text lines. HONGBO 
